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Although best known for his novels The
Fabulists, The Water Star and The Fisher Child,
Philip Casey has always remained first and
foremost a poet. Tried and Sentenced draws
on acclaimed collections from Raven Arts Press
and New Island Books, and highlights Casey’s
meditations on love and pain. His website Irish
Writers Online,which features
conciseliterary biographies of Irish writers,
enjoys aworld-wide popularity. A member of
Aosdána, he lives in Dublin.
The Year of the Knife
“Things that please me in poetry are precision,
compassion and images that surpass the
common run of language; also that the poet
must have an ear for language as a musician has
an ear for music. The work of Philip Casey,
especially The Year of the Knife, possesses all of
these in abundance.” – Michael Hartnett

Dialogue in Fading Light
“Before he was known to readers as a world
class fictionist, Philip Casey gave us poems. On
the evidence of Dialogue in Fading Light, he
remains always and ever a poet of great powers.
US, UK, and rest of world:
The wonder and longing, gratitude and grace
https://ingramspark.com/Portal/distribution_partner that inform this work make us grateful for
Casey’s many gifts.” –Thomas Lynch
Available world-wide in electronic formats and
in paperback as Print on Demand.
“If readers need a reminder of what language
can do, how it can be rescued from the spindoctors and made new and enthralling, they
need look no further than this superb collection.”
– Joseph O’Connor
In select bookshops.
To order paperbacks in Ireland, email
philip@emakereditions.com

